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                We dream big to create a future with more cheers.

                Budweiser Brewing Company APAC Limited is the largest beer company in Asia Pacific, with leadership positions in Premium and Super Premium beer segments. 

                We brew, import, market, distribute and sell a portfolio of more
than 50 beer brands, including Budweiser®, Stella Artois®,
Corona®, Hoegaarden®, Cass® and Harbin®. 

                
                View More
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                    Over 50 brands and countless beer varieties, we take 
 great pride in each and every ounce.
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                                    Budweiser

                                

                                
                                    
	Budweiser, an American-style lager, was introduced in 1876 when company founder Adolphus Busch set out to create the United States' first truly national beer brand – brewed to be universally popular and transcend regional tastes. Each batch of Budweiser stays true to the same family recipe used by five generations of Busch family brewmasters. Budweiser is a medium-bodied, flavorful, crisp and pure beer with blended layers of premium American and European hop aromas, brewed for the perfect balance of flavor and refreshment. Budweiser is made using time-honored methods including "kraeusening" for natural carbonation and Beechwood aging, which results in unparalleled balance and character.
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                                    Corona

                                

                                
                                    
	Corona was founded in 1925 which is the number one Mexican beer brand in the world. Corona was born in Mexico and grew up by the beach. Flint bottle with authentic printed label, and always with a slice of lime as its unique drinking ritual recognized world-wide. Corona is beyond the physical aspiration and functional appeal. It encapsulated the essence of authentic beach lifestyle and the way of Living.



	Corona is a brand which is warm，natural, confident and authentic, effortless and aspirational
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                                    Blue Girl

                                

                                
                                    
	

		Blue Girl was imported to China from Germany and gradually introduced
to Hong Kong China, Mainland China and Taiwan China since 1892. On the label,
the Goddess holds a torch with the Latin term “Excelsior”, which signifies the brand’s commitment to
deliver the unprecedented high quality.  
	

	
		With 11℃&16℃ double-temperature fermentation
originated from German brewing heritage, Blue Girl has unique multi-layer malt
aroma and refreshment, revealing authentic classic lager taste.
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                                    Stella

                                

                                
                                    
	Originally brewed as a Christmas gift to the people of Leuven, Belgium, Stella Artois is to be served in a chalice following an exacting 9-step Pouring Ritual.
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                                    Harbin Beer

                                

                                
                                    
	Harbin Beer was originated from 1900. As the earliest beer in China, Harbin always adheres to the principle of quality first, selling products all across the country, even exporting to more than 30 countries and regions. Harbin Beer is a symbolic beer brand for young people. It has long established a deeper level of communication through interests of young people such as hip-hop, sports, fashion, and e-sports, and became the favourite beer brand for young people. In 2015, Harbin Beer was selected as one of the top 100 most valuable Chinese brands and the fastest growing beer brand in BrandZ. Its brand value has been growing steadily. In 2019, Harbin rose from the fifth to the fourth on “The World’s Most Valuable Beer Brand”, released by Brand Finance, becoming the only Chinese local brand among the top five.
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                                    Cass

                                

                                
                                    
	Cass is the #1 beer brand in South Korea and is brewed using a 100% non-pasteurized treatment.
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                                    Sedrin

                                

                                
                                    
	




	Sedrin is the leading local beer brand in Fujian and Jiangxi province that as one of the first choices for locals’ meal and gathering occasion. In 2018, based on local consumer value and insight，Sedrin refreshed and rejuvenated its brand by launching new local positioning “TO INNER CIRCLES”



	Sedrin is the accompaniment for inner cycle friends’ reunion, because whenever they are in each other’s company, they settle into the circle. Sedrin’s pure and easy-drinking liquid ensures inner circle friends to open minds and own the moment in every reunion.
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                                    Hoegaarden

                                

                                
                                    
	Originated since 1445, six-times WBC gold medal winner, Hoegaarden Wheat Beer has distinctive taste like no other beer.Its cloudy appearance, fruity character, interfaced with subtle spices, is aromatic with hints of clove, coriander and gently refreshing citrus notes. Open a bottle of Hoegaarden, enjoy the urban rejuvenation, slow down and relax.
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                                    BECK’S ICE

                                

                                
                                    
	Inspired by our original German heritage from 1873, Beck's Ice is brewed with 100% pure malt and is the perfect beer for an escape with friends.
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                                    Franziskaner

                                

                                
                                    
	Franziskaner Naturtrub is a high quality cloudy premium hefe-weissbier with an aromatic, almost fruity and thrist-quenching hefe-weissbier taste. It is mild and sweet note in the aftertaste. Originated from Munich in 1363 and is in accordance with the Bavarian Purity Law of 1516.
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                                    Goose Island

                                

                                
                                    
	




	In Goose Island, our belief is: not seeking the only, only for the first.



	Goose Island Craft Beer was born in 1988 by John Hall's first fine wine brewing in Chicago, marking a pioneering step in American craft beer. The pioneer of the urban craft beer brand has a long history and has created a series of impressive records. A variety of beer produced is very popular and won the championship in various beer competitions. Goose Island is the first brewing brand that combines beer and food, so it has a place in the restaurant industry. Goose Island has also been promoting the development of craft beer. Nowadays, the influence of craft beer is spread all over the country. Goose Island also brings a variety of star products to China.Goose Island is the first to use the Bourbon oak barrels to brew beer, creating a unique Bourbon Shitao series. At the G20 summit, Obama gave a bottle of Goose Island 312 beer as a gift to British Prime Minister David Cameron. Goose Island, with its excellent products and vivid goose logo, unique cultural experience, constitutes the unique brand personality of Goose Island. Since entering China in 2016, it has become one of the most widely spread craft beer in China.
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                                    Boxing Cat

                                

                                
                                    
	The Boxing Cat Brewery is one of the first and the most internationally recognized craft breweries in China. Established in 2008 in Shanghai, we now have over 6 bar & restaurant concepts across China, as well as national distribution of kegs and bottles.



	The first Boxing Cat beer was made by three friends. Ten years later, much has changed, including the passing of one of the original trio, brewer Gary (R.I.P brother). But the core of the brand remains a triumvirate – founders Lee Tseng, Kelley Lee and master brewer Michael Jordan.
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                                    Leffe

                                

                                
                                    Leffe is savoured in over 60 countries around the globe. With its deep roots, community spirit and inspiring story – not to mention a beer of distinction worth savouring – it’s no wonder our reputation continues to grow.
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                                    Hanmac

                                

                                
                                    “HANMAC” is an ambitious new brand born as 'Korea Lager Project' from Oriental Brewery of Korea. It is an American-Style Pilsener brewed with 100% high-quality home-grown rice, delivering smooth taste and refreshing flavor.
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                                    HAYWARDS 5000

                                

                                
                                    India’s original strong beer, Haywards 5000 is made from high quality malt to deliver champion liquid for champion man.
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                                    KNOCK OUT

                                

                                
                                    Karnataka’s original strong beer, Knock Out is made from high quality malt to deliver full bodied flavour for strong man.
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                    Our pan-Asian reaches and strong ties to local communities allow us to support the UN SDGs while building thriving communities, a healthier environment and a resilient value chain.
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                                           Budweiser APAC is proud to be certified as Top Employer 2024 in China, India, and South Korea
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                                           On The Way to Net Zero Bud APAC Empowers Value Chain Partners to Achieve Low Carbon Transition
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                                           Budweiser China Innovation Hub launches 4th cohort, calling for innovative solutions on key sustainability topics
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                                           Budweiser China opens Putian craft brewery, introduces locally inspired 059 Coastline Craft
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                                           Bud APAC Reinforces Net Zero Ambition with Jinzhou Brewery Becoming Carbon Neutral in 2022
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                                           OBC launches 'A Chalice of Affections' Campaign in Celebration of International Women’s Day
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                                           Bud APAC Receives Certification for Outstanding Employee Programmes and Workplace Excellence
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                                           Budweiser China Innovation Hub launches 3rd cohort, calling for innovative solutions on key sustainability topics
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                    Contact Us 
                    
                        	
                                Complaints and suggestions：
                                privacy@cn.ab-inbev.com

                            
	
                                Media contact：
                                media@budweiserapac.combudweiserapac@brunswickgroup.com

                            
	
                                Investors：
                                ir@budweiserapac.com
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